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Introduction 

 

 

 

The Beast concept has always been in my head. I guess it was my illustration background that 

had me putting faces on things and giving them personalities. They are characters in the stories 

that creep into my head. They are always there. And because they are always there, I started to 

consider them as friends, companions, even teachers, keeping me company through life's 

journey. I had to let them out. 

 



 

Way back in my early quilting days, I always wanted to work those beasts into the patchwork 

somehow. The first ones were made out of perfect squares and triangles…carefully stitched 

shapes that lined up with the other pieces of the puzzle.  But I just had to give them faces, and 

names, and special powers. It became a habit to work on top of what others called a finished 

quilt. And so they evolved. 

 

Over time, I developed many techniques to get these beast to live in cloth.  And that is what I 
plan to share with you here. I am defining patchwork very loosely for this course.  It will range 
from the classically pieced block to the free form of patchwork I use which I call skatching... 
patching over a sketch.  All the techniques are based on embellishing over a pieced base, 
because that is where I always begin.  I like the lines as a grid and a framework. It is a great 
place to start.  

 



 

This course is designed to take you through the details of how I might develop a character. I will 
be showing the steps from sketch to embellishing.  I will demonstrate various piecing 
techniques, and many embellishing techniques. I will talk about color, design, and story. You 
may copy what I do, or apply the class lessons to your own projects.  

Let the party begin. 

 


